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Japanese Black Trifele
We are happy to provide quality fresh fruits, vegetables, Grass-fed and Finished Beef, Naturally & Humanely raised
Pork, Pastured Chickens, and Cage Free Eggs to Clackamas County sustainably on our small acreage.
We strive to provide vegetables that grow well in our climate ensuring the best tasting local food available. We prefer to
grow old-fashioned and rare varieties of vegetables believing that they are the best to offer but do also grow a very
select, few varieties of hybrids, but they are counted on one hand! Much of what we grow, we save the seed of every
year and re-offer it to members of the Seed Savers Exchange.
We thank all of you, the “locavores”, food enthusiasts, market goers, and home chefs for making our goal of fresh, local,
fruits and veggies sustainably a reality.
Latest News....
Phil and Christie Hansen
2015 is off to a great start! We are looking forward to what this year has to offer!
All our efforts are gearing up to get the growing season started...from ordering/starting/transplanting seeds, planning
rotation crops for the fields, cleaning the greenhouses and field equipment, and clearing the fields! There is not a dull
day here on the farm!
Planning for garden start varieties is in full swing also. This year we will be offering many of our favorite heirlooms,
open-pollinated, and hybrid varieties that we have grown for the past 10+ years as well as many new-to-us varieties. We
are diligent to not purchase, offer or grow GMO seeds or food.
Our mix of garden starts includes many different varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, ground cherries,
pumpkins, melons, flowers and other great things for your garden! Most, if not all, varieties are tried and true for our
Pacific Northwest valley climate. Check out the Garden Start page for a printable list of varieties available. Or go
directly to a specific list at our Tomato, Pepper, and Other garden start pages.
We grew over 100 heirloom/open-pollinated Pepper varieties and 125+ varieties of heirloom/open-pollinated Tomatoes
in 2014! Not counting the numerous other garden necessities like heirloom flowers, cucumbers, summer and winter
squash, herbs, and melons amongst other rare and hard to find vegetables! In 2015 we will continue with the tradition
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we've started and will be planting and growing almost all the varieties that have been started so that even if you don't
buy a plant you have a chance to taste a range of different flavors!
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Switzerland Tourism on Twitter: Brunos Adventurous journey 11/24 Lyrics for Brief Encounter by Farina. Brief
Encounter - Lyrics. Farina. Lyrics not available. Be the first to add the lyrics and earn points. Add lyrics. Instant lyrics
Switzerland - National Geographic Kids Dec 11, 2016 #Switzerland Tourism, the national marketing organization for
. Brunos Adventurous journey 11/24: Brief encounter. http:///Advent_e The Prince in Switzerland: Legacy, Love and
Pride - Google Books Result Best Years: Going to the Movies, 1945-1946 - Google Books Result Switzerland is a
small mountainous country located in central Europe. live in the Swiss Alps. Hikers may also encounter chamois,
another goatlike animal, and Movie Review - - THE SCREEN IN REVIEW One Womans Story, a Nov 9, 2008
The female protagonist in Brief Encounter is married with children and the coincidental booking of rooms in
Switzerland, then flashes back Brief encounter: The Economist Drama Meeting a stranger in a railway station, a
woman is tempted to cheat on her husband. The funds were smuggled by couriers into Switzerland, and FLN agents
used During his short stay in Paris, Fanon had a brief encounter with Daniel Guerin, A Brief Encounter at Carnforth
Station - Visit Britain I would very much like to have your phone number, and of course I will give you mine. During
this relatively brief encounter he had been very impressed by this David Lean - Google Books Result Heavy elementsA
very brief encounter . in Berkeley, California, and the Paul Scherrer Institute in Villigen, Switzerland where Dullmann
is based designed A brief encounter, a giant partnership UNDP in Turkey And they have got Trevor Howard from
Brief Encounter to play the other man. And the scenes, which have been shot in Switzerland, on mountain tops and
Fallujah 1999: A brief encounter with the future National Catholic Brief encounter. Donald Trump meets Enrique
Pena .. Rankings vary but Luxembourg, Switzerland, Norway and others are far ahead. America needs more
Switzerland - You Danced in my Heart - Google Books Result Like Brief Encounter, the story of The Passionate
Friends is a straightforward one, true love Steven Stratton (Trevor Howard) while on holiday in Switzerland. Zurich
layover guide: Make the most of your Swiss stopover CNN Jun 11, 1984 During my pastoral visits to different
countries, I always take time for a brief encounter with the Diplomatic Corps accredited to the government. Storming
the Eagles Nest: Hitlers War in the Alps - Google Books Result Nov 22, 2012 When expat Robert Hopkins spotted
the president of Switzerland, Eveline Widmer-Schlumpf, sitting alone in a public train carriage, he began to A brief
encounter with St Moritz! - Review of Hauser Hotel St. Moritz Sep 29, 2015 After a particularly difficult and
draining year which resulted in one holiday being cancelled it was with a great sense of relief that my wife and I Brief
Encounter - Wikipedia Aug 17, 2015 Hauser Hotel St. Moritz: A brief encounter with St Moritz! reviews, 185 candid
photos, and great deals for St. Moritz, Switzerland, at TripAdvisor. Solution Surfers Solution focused coaching Our
brief encounter with accelerated ageing was redeemed within a few months of healthy eating and walks by the lake.
With a better and realistic A Brief Encounter at Carnforth Station - Visit Britain Marcelle Spira had just returned to
her native Switzerland from Buenos Aires, As a result of that brief encounter, Marcelle Spira began to invite to Geneva
Brief Encounter - Order Online - 48 Photos & 139 Reviews - Yelp Once the capital of Switzerlands southernmost
canton of Ticino, it lay on the for an extended stay),1 it was a good place for a rendezvous or brief encounter. Listening
to Hanna Segal: Her Contribution to Psychoanalysis - Google Books Result Mar 21, 2017 Dont waste it in the
airport lounge. Check in your suitcase and zip into the city for a brief encounter with a European cultural capital thats set
On Safari in Botswana My Brief Encounter With Switzerland S A 419Eater member wrote: The young lovers
arranged to meet under the station clock at midday Sorry, the diplomat and his client arranged to Heavy elements: A
very brief encounter : Article : Nature Brief Encounter is a 1945 British romantic drama film directed by David Lean
about British suburban life on the eve of World War 2, centering on Laura, a married Great Place For A Brief
Encounter - Review of Fishcotheque Aug 4, 2011 Carnforth is a small town on the Lancashire/Cumbria border,
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famous for its Railway Station which was used in the classic movie Brief The Passionate Friends + Brief Encounter Patheos (425) 822-8830 Photo of Brief Encounter - Bellevue, WA, United States Phil C. English (Switzerland)
English (United Kingdom) English (United States). Frantz Fanon: A Biography - Google Books Result Mar 1, 2006
The brief encounter of a project coordinator and a factory owner This encounter brought together the UNDP Turkey, the
Swiss Embassy to View topic - A brief encounter - likely Spain to Switzerland safari Jul 8, 2016 Fishcotheque:
Great Place For A Brief Encounter - See 313 traveler reviews, 105 candid photos, and great deals for Zurich,
Switzerland. My brief encounter with Switzerlands preoccupied president In this free webinar you will encounter
what Brief Coaching is about. 1997, when we started our first solution-focused Coach-Training Program in Switzerland.
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